I N T R O D U C T I O N
Maps have great potential for communicating climate change (Deitrick and Edsall 2009) , and of the many ways of mapping climate change, maps of sea level rise may be one of the most popular (Preston et al. 2011 ) and powerful (Monmonier 2008) for reaching a general audience. Maps may be more familiar and comprehensible to novice users than graphs and other ways of visualizing climate change (Schnotz 2002) , and have been shown to be more engaging than text alone for communicating climate change information (Retchless 2014) . Sea level rise is a popular topic on climate change maps. Preston et al. (2011) found that sea level rise was one of the more popular topics on academic maps of climate change vulnerability, and of the 25 online, interactive water level visualization tools studied by Roth et al. (in press) , 21 include depictions of sea level rise. Evidence suggests that these maps are not only widely available, but may also be one of the more frequently sought after types of climate change map. According to a Google Trends analysis for 2007 to 2014, searches for "sea level rise map" have been almost as frequent as searches for the more general "climate change map," and are becoming more popular (see Lang [2014] for a discussion of how Google Trends can be used to assess Internet users' information seeking behavior). During May 2014, the Trends analysis shows that searches for "sea level rise map" spiked to more than twice the highest previously recorded level for either search term (Figure 1 ).
With their increasing popularity, sea level rise maps have gathered a diverse set of producers and users, potentially complicating the communication of this already complex and uncertain hazard. As described in Roth et al. (in press) , government agencies, non-profits, universities, private-industries, and news organizations have all produced interactive, online sea level rise maps in recent years. Academics have also been active in the production of non-interactive maps of sea level rise vulnerability for at least 15 years (see review in Preston et al. 2011) . Audiences for sea level rise maps are similarly diverse, including scientists, policymakers, bureaucrats, educators, and, increasingly, members of the general public (Monmonier 2008; Kostelnick et al. 2013) . Designing maps that clearly communicate both the sea level rise hazard and its uncertainty to users with multiple levels of domain and map-user expertise is a significant and important challenge (Kostelnick et al. 2013 ).
This article explores the advantages and challenges associated with using the increasingly popular medium of sea level rise maps for communicating climate change. It first discusses how, by displaying impacts that are local and tangible, sea level rise maps may be less likely than other depictions of climate change to promote discounting, and therefore more engaging. Next, it identifies the significant uncertainties associated with sea level rise mapping and describes how they can pose challenges to climate change communicators-particularly given the complex ways in which these uncertainties may interact with individual differences to affect how audiences understand and evaluate the sea level rise hazard. A final section offers general considerations for the design of sea level rise maps in light of these advantages and challenges.
A D VA N TA G E S O F S E A L E V E L R I S E M A P S : C O M B AT I N G D I S C O U N T I N G
The popularity of sea level rise maps may be related to their ability to make the global, complex, and chronic hazards of climate change local, tangible, and personally meaningful. The climate change communication literature suggests that such a transformation can be challenging. Surveys of US residents have found that while most are (Joughin et al. 2014). interested in learning more about climate change, they also believe it will affect others more than themselves, and therefore may not be inclined to take action to address the issue (Maibach et al. 2009 ). Such discounting leads many to downplay the personal importance of climate change hazards, believing that any negative impacts will primarily be felt in the distant future, by people who live far away, or by the non-human natural world (Nicholson-Cole 2005; Leiserowitz 2007; Lorenzoni et al. 2007; Swim et al. 2009 ). Given the culturally and politically charged state of discussions about climate change, discounting may also be used (as part of motivated reasoning) to dismiss beliefs about climate change hazards that are inconsistent with one's worldviews or political brand (Kahan et al. 2011) . Several features of online sea level rise maps may diminish this discounting. To illustrate these features, this paper uses two of the more popular examples of online sea level rise maps: NOAA's Sea Level Rise and Coastal Flooding Impacts Viewer (coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/tools/slr, Figure 2 ) and Climate Central's Surging Seas (sealevel. climatecentral.org, Figure 3 ). First, these maps make sea level rise local, displaying it at the level of neighborhoods and city blocks, and making clear that-at least for residents of coastal areas-the sea level rise hazard is one that will likely strike close to home. This perspective casts sea level rise as a potential threat to one's identity as a member of the local community, potentially discouraging discounting and weakening the role of broader political and cultural commitments in shaping beliefs about climate change (Kahan et al. 2013) . Monmonier (2008, 67) predicted the power of such a local perspective, claiming that large-scale maps that show sea level rise on top of local road networks "could be a powerful message for coastal residents," particularly if published in an interactive, online format. Second, the maps make sea level rise tangible. For example, the NOAA map displays not only the extent of inundated land, but also provides clickable placemarks that use pictures to simulate what sea level rise flooding might look like at several local landmarks. Similarly, the Climate Central map shows the locations of local schools, police stations, and other critical infrastructure that may be threatened by sea level rise. These depictions of flooding of well-known places make clearly visible the effects of climate change, which are often diffuse, difficult to observe directly, and emerge only through analysis of trends and averages over large temporal and spatial scales (Hawkins and Sutton 2009; Moser 2010) . Third, these online maps make sea level rise personally relevant. The pan-and-zoom interfaces encourage map users to explore and zoom in on locations that are personally meaningful, whether in their own hometowns, favorite vacation destinations, or places of symbolic importance. As argued by Bostrom et al. (2008) , such interactive features can allow users to customize hazard maps to suit their needs and interests, facilitating personal engagement with the sea level rise information. 
Although online interactive sea level rise maps may hold great potential for communicating climate change, at least one feature of these maps may prove challenging for some audiences: their depiction of the multiple, interacting uncertainties that are inherent to the sea level rise hazard. This section reviews three perspectives on sea level rise uncertainty-two from cartography and one from economics and decision sciences-and applies them to NOAA's Sea Level Rise and Coastal Flooding Impacts Viewer. It then considers cartographic depictions of sea level rise uncertainty from the user perspective, concluding with examples of three ways in which individual differences may affect map users' understanding of and responses to uncertain sea level rise information.
T H R E E P E R S P E C T I V E S O N S E A L E V E L R I S E U N C E R T A I N T Y
While authors from many different academic disciplines have considered sea level rise uncertainty, perspectives from two disciplines-cartography and GIScience, and the economic and decision sciences-are particularly relevant to this discussion of how maps can promote sea level rise awareness, engagement, and action. Perspectives from the cartographic and GIScience literature emphasize the components of sea level rise information that may be uncertain (Kostelnick et al. 2013 ) and the types of uncertainty that may be associated with these information components (Roth et al. in press) , while perspectives from the economic and decision sciences tend to emphasize the level of precision in the measurement or expression of these types of uncertainty (Willows et al. 2003 ). This list is not exhaustive. For example, from a modeling and prediction perspective, sources of uncertainty-such as unknowns concerning future economic development pathways and associated greenhouse gas emissions-are often an important consideration (Dessai and Hulme 2004; Hawkins and Sutton 2009) . Although the discussion below occasionally mentions sources of uncertainty, it focuses on how the three perspectives from cartography/ GIScience and the economic and decision sciences have been used to study sea level rise communication.
U N C E R T A I N T Y I N T H E C O M P O N E N T S O F S E A L E V E L R I S E I N F O R M A T I O N
In the sea level rise context, the two cartographic/ GIScience perspectives have generally been used to explore how elements of map design such as visual variables and map interaction can be used to communicate uncertainty. Kostelnick et al. (2013) consider how visual variables and map interaction are used on sea level rise maps to communicate uncertainty related to the spatial, temporal, and attribute (framed as "natural process") components of geographic information, noting that MacEachren (1992) identified these three components as essential to uncertainty representation. These components of sea level rise information accrue uncertainty from several sources. Uncertainties about future emission pathways and oceanic/atmospheric response introduce significant attribute and temporal uncertainty: how much will sea levels rise, and when (IPCC 2013)? Moreover, digital elevation models and tidal transformations introduce spatial uncertainty into any mapping of a specific amount of sea level rise (NOAA 2010). Kostelnick et al. (2013) describe how maps can communicate attribute and temporal uncertainty by presenting multiple scenarios for the amount of sea level rise at a specific time period (e.g., small multiples depicting low, medium, and high sea level projections for 2100). For communicating spatial uncertainty, Kostelnick et al. suggest either implying uncertainty in future shoreline position using techniques such as vignettes (an example of the visual variable focus); or limits on the ability to zoom-in on interactive maps; or explicitly representing this uncertainty by using different raster fills to show areas that are slightly above or below the projected inundation level.
Additional research may be needed to explore which types of cartographic interaction are best suited to representing uncertainties in the spatial, temporal, and attribute components of sea level rise information. As noted by MacEachren et al. (2005) and detailed by Roth (2013) , the effectiveness of visual variables for representing uncertainty has been widely explored, but comparable work matching interaction techniques to the communication of these uncertainties has been lacking.
U N C E R T A I N T Y T Y P E S A S S O C I A T E D W I T H C O M P O N E N T S
Deploying the second cartographic/GIScience perspective on sea level rise uncertainty, Roth (2009b;  in press) has considered how different types of uncertainty are used in inundation mapping. The uncertainty types considered in both studies are drawn from MacEachren et al. (2005) , who present nine ways in which geospatial information may be uncertain: accuracy/error, precision, completeness, consistency, lineage, currency, credibility, subjectivity, and interrelatedness. MacEachren et al. (2012) simplify this list, retaining accuracy/error and precision as separate types but grouping the remaining seven, more "subjective" types of uncertainty into the collective type of "trustworthiness." Roth (2009b) performed a qualitative assessment of the appropriateness and influence of all nine uncertainty types for floodplain mapping, which is similar to sea level rise mapping in its concern with delineating "hypothetical supplementary shorelines," but differs in its authoritativeness, audience, uses, and scale (Monmonier 2008, 49) . He found that experts in floodplain mapping considered all nine types appropriate, with accuracy/error, precision, and currency considered particularly influential for decision making. Meanwhile, Roth et al. (in press) considers how the nine different types of uncertainty are communicated using visual variables in a collection of 25 interactive, online sea level rise maps. He finds that only seven of the maps use the visual variables to represent one of the uncertainty types, that the only uncertainty types represented are completeness and "confidence" (which he considers similar to trustworthiness), and that only one map (the NOAA Viewer) represents both types. When these uncertainty types are represented, some combination of grain and color value are used to represent completeness, while the dimensions of color (hue, value, and saturation) are used for representing confidence.
While not dealing specif ically with sea level rise, MacEachren et al. (2012) suggest that combining these two cartographic perspectives could inform the selection of visual variables for representing uncertainty. When combined, these two perspectives describe both what is uncertain (location, time, or attribute) and how or in what manner it is uncertain (in terms of accuracy, precision, or trustworthiness). MacEachren et al. (2012) show that visual metaphors for each combination of the "what" and the "how" of uncertainty can inform the design of iconic symbols for these combinations, and test the intuitiveness of these symbols in a user study. A similar study could extend this research by considering what symbols map users find most intuitive for the nine possible combinations of "what" and "how" of uncertainty on sea level rise maps.
L E V E L O F P R E C I S I O N I N T H E M E A S U R E M E N T O R E X P R E S S I O N O F U N C E R T A I N T Y T Y P E S
From the perspective of the economic and decision sciences, uncertainty in sea level rise and climate change is often considered in terms of its level of precision in measurement or expression, which is seen as a key factor in decision making. In their exploration of climate adaptation under uncertainty, Willows et al. (2003) contrast the process of decision making under precise uncertainty-as in games of chance and other situations where outcomes and consequences can be assigned probabilities and considered quantitatively-with decision making under imprecise uncertainty, where these probabilities are unknown or unknowable and therefore more amenable to qualitative analysis. Following a distinction first made in the economics literature by Knight (1921) , these two conditions are commonly referred to as decision making under risk and decision making under uncertainty, respectively. In the climate change context, such conditions where uncertainty is not quantified, bounded, or defined have also been referred to as "deep uncertainty" (Kandlikar et al. 2005; Moser 2005 ). Bankes (2002) claims that this, too, has roots in economics, with the term "deep uncertainty" first used in this context by economist Kenneth Arrow in a talk on the Economics and Integrated Assessment of Climate Change offered at the Pew Center Workshop in 1999. Willows et al. (2003) argue that when precise probabilities cannot be assigned to decision outcomes for climate adaptation, decision makers' choice of adaptation strategy will be highly dependent on subjective factors such as the heuristics they deploy and their attitude towards the risk. Kandlikar et al. (2005) identify several such factors that may bias risk perception when probabilities are imprecise, including ambiguity aversion, conflict aversion, and ignorance aversion. Similarly, Moser (2005, 364) suggests that sea level rise policymaking and management under deep uncertainty are sensitive to "values, cognitive processes, and attitudes."
Much of this work has focused on how to describe and communicate these deep uncertainties to the public and decision makers. In an approach subsequently adopted by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) for its Fifth Assessment Report (Mastrandrea et al. 2010) , Kandlikar et al. (2005) suggest communicating uncertainties based on the precision with which they are known. They identify six levels of precision, with each matched to a different communication strategy. These levels range from situations where probabilities are well known and depiction using a full probability density function is appropriate; to less precisely known probabilities that are best described in terms of bounds, orders of magnitude, or the expected sign or trend direction; to states of effective ignorance, where quantitative descriptions are inappropriate and should be replaced with qualitative discussion of the available evidence and level of agreement (Kandlikar et al. 2005; Mastrandrea et al. 2010) .
Researchers have yet to consider how these levels of precision might apply to the types of uncertainty identified by MacEachren et al. (2005) . Of the nine types, accuracy/error and precision seem well suited to more precise levels of numeric expression, while the seven other types (grouped together as trustworthiness) seem likely to be more subjective, less precisely understood, and therefore communicated more qualitatively. Roth (2009a, 36) hints at this, noting that the level of precision for the map legends used in his study had to be adjusted so that "categories commonly reported at the ratio level (e.g., precision/ resolution)…match[ed] uncertainty categories commonly reported at the ordinal level (e.g., credibility)." This suggests that each of the uncertainty types may commonly be associated with a specific level of measurement or precision; however, less common combinations of type and precision level (such as highly precise reports of consistency based on a survey describing expert agreement and its margin of error, or low-precision reports of accuracy as within or beyond tolerance) are certainly possible. Interestingly, Roth (2009a, 36) grounds his discussion of precision levels not in literature describing a hierarchy of precision in uncertainty representation (e.g., Kandlikar et al. 2005 ), but in work by Beard and Mackaness (1993) describing a three-level hierarchy of precision (and difficulty) in geographic uncertainty assessment tasks: 1) notification that the geographic data are uncertain; 2) identification of the type and relative amount of uncertainty; and 3) quantification of the exact amount of uncertainty. This task hierarchy calls attention to the importance of the map user in determining the precision with which cartographic features communicate uncertainty. Uncertainty may be presented with great precision, but if map users lack expertise for reading probability density functions or other similarly precise uncertainty presentations, then they will probably understand such presentations only at the notification or identification level-if they recognize them as indicators of uncertainty at all. More studies are needed to consider this relationship between user expertise and levels of precision in uncertainty, both as expressed in representations and as understood through tasks.
A P P L I C A T I O N O F T H R E E P E R S P E C T I V E S T O N O A A V I E W E R
An examination of the NOAA Viewer's communication of uncertainty from all three perspectives suggests that they are compatible, and may be applied simultaneously to better understand how sea level rise maps communicate uncertainty. For the three components of sea level rise information, the NOAA Viewer explicitly communicates the uncertainty about the attribute and spatial components cartographically: for uncertainty about how much sea levels will rise, an interactive slider allows the user to select different amounts of sea level rise and explore the extent of flooding they may cause using the dynamically updated inundation overlay; for uncertainty about the extent of inundation for a given scenario, a "confidence" overlay shows which areas have a high probability of flooding under the scenario, and which areas have a lower (but still significant) probability. Although temporal uncertainty is not explicitly represented on the NOAA map, its interactive slider for selecting sea level rise amounts may imply temporal uncertainty by presenting an ordered sequence of sea level rise scenarios that "suggests the passage of time" but does not assign specific dates (Kostelnick et al. 2013, 213) .
The Viewer also communicates at least two different types of uncertainty information. As described in Roth et al. (in press ), the Viewer shows completeness by applying a hatching texture to areas for which sea level rise was not mapped due to limitations in the NOAA model and data. Additionally, the confidence overlay may communicate trustworthiness, accuracy/error, or perhaps both. Roth et al. (in press) contends that this overlay uses different hues to identify areas where its depiction of sea level rise inundation is more or less trustworthy; however, supplementary documentation (NOAA 2010) states that this overlay is generated via a statistical calculation of the accuracy with which an area can be considered inundated, given the selected amount of sea level rise and the cumulative error from the DEM and tidal model.
The precision with which the Viewer represents these uncertainty types is generally low. Completeness of the sea level rise overlay is shown at the nominal level, with the hatching showing areas not mapped. Despite being generated via a precise statistical calculation, confidence is shown at the ordinal level, using "high" and "low" categories. Since this tool is available to the public and does not require any training, these design decisions may reflect a desire on the part of NOAA to notify users of uncertainty without overwhelming them with highly precise information that would support more advanced uncertainty quantification tasks (Beard and Mackaness 1993) 
E F F E C T S O F U N C E R T A I N T Y A N D I N D I V I D U A L D I F F E R E N C E S O N R I S K P E R C E P T I O N A N D R E S P O N S E F O R S E A L E V E L R I S E
Because spatial reasoning about the sea level rise hazard-including decisions about the risks to one's community, and whether landmarks within that community are worth protecting-often requires considering these uncertainties, it is important to understand how users of popular depictions of sea level rise (e.g., the NOAA Viewer) understand and act on them.
The available evidence suggests that including uncertainty information on sea level rise maps can be helpful to users. Several studies have suggested that including uncertainty on maps can improve decision outcomes (Deitrick and Edsall 2006; Brickner et al. 2007 ; review from Harrower 2003) . In the climate change context, some authors have argued that including uncertainty in public communications may cut both ways, particularly when attempting to reach those who are doubtful or disengaged about climate change: while some map users may appreciate an honest depiction of uncertainty, this uncertainty may also lead others to underestimate risk or justify delaying adaptive action (Swim et al. 2009; Moser 2010 ). However, governments and public officials often need this uncertainty information to successfully assess climate change risks and prioritize the implementation of mitigation and adaptation to high-risk areas. Model means and consensus estimates may fail to capture outliers with important policy implications (Oppenheimer et al. 2007; Brown and Wilby 2012) ; for this reason, models that do not account for uncertainty have been found to significantly underestimate the protective response needed to cope with sea level rise (Lewandowsky et al. 2014) . For a more general audience, including uncertainty information in climate change materials may promote public trust in climate science, since a range of possible futures may be seen as more credible than a single, worst case scenario (Sheppard 2005) .
Authors have also considered both whether and how individual differences can affect map users' understanding of uncertainty information, and ultimately their decision making process. From the limited literature addressing the mapping of uncertain hazards, authors have stressed the importance of designing for different user groups (Hagemeier-Klose and Wagner 2009), including those with different "culture or knowledge" (Fuchs et al. 2009) and those who perform different types of tasks, with varying levels of data complexity (Pang 2008) . These considerations may be even more important when the map is interactive, since "interactive visualization has the potential to allow users to tailor displays to reflect their individual differences" (Bostrom et al. 2008, 34) .
Beyond these general insights, several authors have also considered specific ways in which one particularly important type of individual difference-map users' expertise-may affect their interpretation of uncertainty information about flood hazards. Roth (2009a) found that when shown a map with uncertain floodplain boundaries, map users with expertise-both in map use and especially in floodplain mapping-had higher risk assessments and assessment confidence than novices. He also noted a potentially dangerous combination of expertise: users who were map-use experts but flood-mapping novices had high confidence in their assessments, but significantly underestimated the risk relative to the domain experts, suggesting that they did not fully appreciate the potential for unfortunate surprises that the domain experts recognized in the uncertain data. In the sea level rise context, Kostelnick et al. (2013) describes a similar fear that novice users of sea level rise maps will not appreciate their significant spatial uncertainty, and will zoom in to levels not appropriate given the resolution of the data. Monmonier (2008) relates that, when faced with a similar concern regarding novice users' ability to interpret sea level rise maps, the US Environmental Protection Agency opted to produce versions with different descriptions of uncertainty for research papers, the popular press, and the general public. Roth (2009a) suggests that while such user-aware design approaches are desirable, uncertainty should not be relegated to marginalia, but should be represented explicitly on the map, where it will be difficult for novices to ignore. Deitrick and Edsall (2009) argue that such an approach is particularly important in the context of climate change media, where seemingly authoritative graphics in news reports communicate possible futures but generally not their own uncertainty. This literature suggests two lessons: 1) including uncertainty information on sea level rise maps may promote more informed risk assessment and decision making; and 2) individual differences (particularly user expertise) will likely affect both how map users interpret these sea level rise uncertainties and how they act on them. However, mapmakers who heed these lessons will likely face additional, largely unanswered questions: which other individual differences are likely to have significant effects on the interpretation of uncertainties, and what will these effects be? The next three sections explore these questions, examining three examples of cases where individual differences may shape how map users understand and act on uncertainty in general, and sea level rise uncertainty in particular. These sections consider situations where aspects of each of the three perspectives on uncertainty described above have been suggested to dictate (or at least strongly influence) adaptive or mitigative action in the context of sea level rise or similarly uncertain hazards. They sketch out the reasons why these expected relationships are at least somewhat justified, and then problematize these accounts by showing how context and individual differences mediate (and in some cases reverse) these expected relationships. A concluding section discusses how these effects of individual differences on the interpretation of uncertainty may inform the design of sea level rise maps.
C E R T A I N T Y I N T H E S P A T I A L , T E M P O R A L , A N D A T T R I B U T E C O M P O N E N T S O F D A M A G I N G S E A L E V E L R I S E E N C O U R A G E S M O R E A D A P T I V E A N D M I T I G A T I V E A C T I O N
Several authors have suggested that when people perceive a threat as more likely-e.g., when spatial and temporal certainty of a damaging amount of sea level rise is seen as high-they are more likely to take action to respond to the threat. Thus, in the model of climate change adaptation proposed by Grothmann and Patt (2005) , risk appraisal (a combination of perceived probability and severity) is an important driver of adaptation intentions. Working with a similar model, Grothmann and Reusswig (2006) confirmed that risk appraisal was a significant predictor of protective responses for flooding. Moreover, while not studying the effect on protective responses, Severtson and Myers (2012) found that study participants assigned to higher risk zones on a map of cancer risk generally had stronger risk beliefs.
For sea level rise, this suggests that people in areas where inundation is more likely should also be more likely to take adaptive or mitigative action. But this willingness to take action will likely also depend on the characteristics of the hazard and individual differences. If the sea level rise threat is seen as so great that it overwhelms an individual's perceived adaptive capacity, then being located in a highrisk zone might lead to a fatalistic response. For example, Howe (2011) proposes that fatalism may explain why businesses at the highest risk of storm surge flooding took the fewest adaptive actions. Grothmann and Patt's (2005) model acknowledges that such maladaptive responses (also including denial and wishful thinking) will often dampen the response to climate threats.
Beyond such "maladaptive" responses, people may also differ on what they feel is an acceptable risk (Nicholson et al. 2005) . Thus, there is unlikely to be an objective way to determine a single probability value for sea level rise above which it would be logical to take personal action (such as moving away from the risky location). Some people may value the immediate amenities of living near the ocean highly enough to bear an almost certain risk of inundation in 2050 or 2100, especially since they are likely to significantly discount the inundation risk at these times several decades in the future. This is supported by a series of studies of home values and risk perception in the Houston area, which found that proximity to the ocean was seen as both an amenity and a hazard, with conflicting effects on home value (Zhang et al. 2010; Lindell and Hwang 2008) .
S O M E T Y P E S O F U N C E R T A I N T Y A R E G I V E N G R E A T E R W E I G H T T H A N O T H E R S I N D E C I S I O N M A K I N G
The type of uncertainty presented to map users may also affect their decision making. For example, uncertainty may be used quite differently in decision making when it is communicated as consistency in opinion among a panel of experts rather than as a model-based expression of accuracy or precision. For example, Patt (2007) found that students' subjective estimates for the likelihood of a certain amount of sea level rise were closer to 50/50 if the probability of the sea level rise was presented as a level of agreement among experts, rather than as a model-based probability estimate. This suggests a significant effect of the type of uncertainty (and possibly the message source) on how uncertainty information is weighted in the decision process.
However, it cannot be assumed that everyone will ascribe the same uncertainty types to information about sea level rise. In an example from Patt (2007) , a person who does not trust climate modelers may believe that a modeled probability of sea level rise is also highly subjective and discount it accordingly. This is in line with Wachinger et al.'s (2010) finding that trust in experts and authorities was one of the most frequently cited factors associated with higher risk perceptions and more protective actions for natural hazards. While there is probably no objectively correct way to weight disagreement among expert predictions, engaging with residents and stakeholders through participatory exercises may build trust (Wachinger et al. 2010 ). This could help to fight the perception among the disengaged and dismissive that scientists remain divided on whether climate change is happening and will have harmful effects.
Additional research is needed to explore the comparative weight given to uncertainty types other than consistency/ subjectivity and accuracy/precision in the sea level risk assessment context. The results of such studies could help mapmakers' choose uncertainty types that users are less likely to interpret in ways that run counter to the accepted science.
W H E N U N C E R T A I N T I E S A R E E X P R E S S E D I M P R E C I S E LY, R I S K P E R C E P T I O N S A R E H I G H E R
Economists and decision theorists have found that, when people are presented with a low to moderate-but imprecise-probability of a hazardous event (such as sea level rise f looding), they are likely to skew their perception of the risk towards the worst possible outcome (e.g., the highest probability of flooding possible given the imprecise specification) (Einhorn and Hogarth 1985; Kuhn 2000; Rustichini 2005 ). This finding is based on researchers' observation that people generally prefer to bet on outcomes with known, precisely specified probabilities rather than outcomes with vague or imprecisely defined probabilities (Ellsberg 1961) , and will pay a premium to avoid or remove such vagueness or imprecision (Becker and Brownson 1964) . Although generally referred to as "ambiguity aversion" in the economic and decision science literature (Ellsberg 1961; Becker and Brownson 1964) , this tendency may be more properly termed "vagueness aversion," since imprecisely specified probabilities suggest a range of possible values, rather than the small set of distinct possibilities implied by ambiguity (Kuhn 1997 ).
This finding of greater risk perception under vagueness would seem to be readily applicable to sea level rise and climate change, where epistemic (limited knowledge about climate processes), natural stochastic (irreducible complexity of the climate response), and human reflexive (unknowns in the future socioeconomic system) elements all limit our ability to provide well defined probability estimates for specific climate outcomes (Dessai and Hulme 2004) . Given the large uncertainties and the potential for highly disruptive impacts, the application of the first element of the precautionary principle-"taking preventive action in the face of uncertainty" (Kriebel et al. 2001, 871) -to climate change would appear to be an example of a response to uncertainty that would be in line with the expected increase in risk perception under vagueness. In line with this expectation, several authors have suggested that more should be done to communicate high-impact sea level rise scenarios (Oppenheimer et al. 2007; Nicholls and Cazenave 2010; Brysse et al. 2013) , the apparent expectation being that the possibility (with small but unknown probability) of such a highly disruptive future should lead to adaptive or mitigative action.
However, as argued in Kuhn (2000) , vagueness may not always increase risk perception, particularly for environmental problems and related hazards, where motivated reasoning may interact with vagueness to increase or decrease perceived risk. Kuhn (2000) found that prior environmental attitudes determined whether risk perceptions skewed towards the top or bottom of a range of probabilities given for an environmental hazard; this effect increased when the high and low ends of the range were associated with sources with a known bias. In a cartographic context, Severtson and Myers (2012) similarly found that when assessing risk in a high risk zone on a map, participants in a study were more likely to have lower risk beliefs if the boundaries of this high-risk zone were blurred in a way suggesting vagueness. Thus, rather than an unambiguously positive relationship between vagueness and risk perception that might suggest a clear role for the precautionary principle in the response to climate change, uncertainties in climate change impacts may also lead some people to lower their risk perceptions.
Individual differences in comfort and perceived competence with climate data may also affect vagueness aversion. While early attempts to model vagueness aversion focused on the effect of imprecise probabilities on decision-making (e.g., Einhorn and Hogarth 1985) , later work suggested that the preference for precisely defined probabilities in such situations may be an example of a broader inclination towards choices that are well known (and about which one has some level of expertise, or a general "feeling of competence") over choices which are poorly understood (Heath and Tversky 1991) . As a product of both imprecision in the underlying data and individuals' recognition and interpretation of this imprecision, vagueness aversion will thus be felt most strongly when these two factors (data and expertise) combine in ways that lead to a perceived lack of competence. Hope and Hunter (2007) have explored this interaction between expertise and vagueness aversion in a cartographic context; future work could consider this interaction as it applies specifically to sea level rise mapping.
C O N C L U S I O N S : L E S S O N S F O R M A P P I N G S E A L E V E L R I S E A N D O T H E R U N C E R TA I N C L I M AT E F U T U R E S
What lessons does this literature hold for the communication of uncertainty on online, interactive sea level rise maps like the NOAA Viewer and Climate Central's Surging Seas? Perhaps most importantly, sea level rise map design demands a user-centered perspective. As a popular and powerful medium for communicating one of the more dramatic impacts of climate change on coastal communities, these maps appeal to many audiences, ranging from scientists and policymakers to members of the general public (Monmonier 2008; Kostelnick et al. 2013) . Because sea level rise is a highly uncertain hazard, communicating this uncertainty to all of these diverse map users is likely necessary and important: for scientists and policymakers, it may improve decision outcomes (Deitrick and Edsall 2006; Brickner et al. 2007 ; review from Harrower 2003) , and for members of the public more interested in general exploration of the sea level rise hazard, it may dissuade anchoring on a single scenario (Deitrick and Edsall 2009) and establish credibility by clearly indicating limitations in the data and models (Sheppard 2005; Spiegelhalter et al. 2011) . Despite these general benefits of showing uncertainty on sea level rise maps, each of the many audiences these maps serve is likely to interpret these uncertainties somewhat differently (as shown for other hazard maps in Roth [2009a] and Severtson and Myers [2012] ), suggesting the need for designs that are customized (or interactive and customizable) to address these differences. This may be particularly true in cases where individual differences can lead users to interpret uncertainties in ways that significantly underestimate risks (relative to expert assessments) or encourage maladaptive responses (see, e.g., Roth 2009a).
The examples reviewed in this article suggest at least two types of individual differences that may contribute to such dangerous distortions in map users' risk perception and response: user expertise and trust. Compared to domain and map-use experts, novices have been shown to have lower risk perceptions after studying a map of an uncertain flood plain (Roth 2009a) ; novices may similarly discount the possibility of high-end impacts on maps of sea level rise uncertainty. This is supported by work in the vagueness aversion literature, which has found that expertise can shape interpretation of imprecisely defined probabilities for hazardous events (Heath and Tversky 1991) . Roth (2009a) suggests that despite novices' underestimation of f lood risk, they may still take appropriate precautions because they also have lower confidence in their risk assessments, and may therefore be more likely to consult an expert. However, if the novice map users do not trust the relevant experts, then they may not seek or value their opinion. This may be particularly true for politically charged climate hazards such as sea level rise, where considerations such as the message source and type of uncertainty (Patt 2007) and users' prior environmental beliefs (Kuhn 2000) may affect their trust in the uncertainty shown on hazard maps (and experts' assessments of it). Prior beliefs about the environment in general and climate change in particular are therefore another individual difference that may shape sea level rise risk perceptions; others introduced in this article include hazard proximity and perceived adaptive capacity. More studies are needed to explore these in the cartographic context, and to identify additional individual differences that may also affect map users' interpretation of uncertainties on hazard maps.
In addition to identifying which individual differences are most likely to affect the interpretation of uncertainty, mapmakers must also decide whether and how to design for these differences. At the most basic level, this may include decisions about which components of geographical uncertainty should be shown, using which types of uncertainty, and at what level of precision; it may also include considerations of which representational techniques (e.g., visual variables and map interaction) should be used to communicate these uncertainties. The following list presents some general guidance on how mapmakers might approach these decisions in light of the literature considered in this article.
• Brysse et al. (2013, 327) argue that the scientific commitment to restraint, objectivity, skepticism, rationality, dispassion, and moderation has actually led climate scientists to generally err "on the side of least drama." Map makers should not shy away from dramatic presentations: visualizations showing projected impacts of sea level rise on local landscapes can drive home the personal relevance of rising seas (Nicholson-Cole 2005; Sheppard 2005) , and when made engaging and interactive they may also encourage deeper understanding of complex scientific information (Rapp 2005) . However, because such visualizations can be so convincing, they must be used with great care, and employ what Sheppard (2005) calls "permissible drama"-the idea that the map or visualization should remain grounded in a scientifically plausible (e.g., not exaggerated) future, and that goals of the visualization should be made explicit (e.g., raising awareness about the possible future impacts of sea level rise).
• Multiple authors (Deitrick and Edsall 2009; Roth 2009a; Spiegelhalter et al. 2011) have stressed that maps and other depictions of uncertain hazards such as sea level rise should clearly and prominently communicate their limitations. For interactive, online sea level rise maps, this suggests that mapmakers should strongly consider explicitly communicating uncertainties associated with all three components of sea level rise information: space, time, and attribute. While spatial and attribute uncertainty are already represented on some of these maps (including the NOAA Viewer and Climate Central's Surging Seas), mapmakers should consider representing temporal uncertainty more explicitly (rather than implying it using sliders and animation).
• Following the lead of MacEachren et al. (2012) , mapmakers and researchers could explore the use of visual metaphors to represent possible combinations of uncertainty components and types on sea level rise maps. To extend this work, researchers could consider how adjusting the visual variables used to construct these metaphors might communicate uncertainty with different levels of precision.
• As discussed in Kostelnick et al. (2013) , mapmakers should consider communicating uncertainty using map interaction as well as visual variables. This is an active area of research. For example, recent work by Roth (2012; 2013) explores a possible typology for map interaction primitives, and speculates about the use of map interaction to communicate uncertainty.
• The potential parallel between levels of precision in the expression of uncertainty (as described in the IPCC uncertainty guidance, Mastrandrea et al. 2010) and the hierarchy of precision (and difficulty) for uncertainty assessment (Beard and Mackaness 1993) may warrant further exploration. If user expertise can be matched with an appropriate level of assessment task, then perhaps this task level can be further paired with a corresponding level of precision in the cartographic presentation of uncertainty. This could perhaps lead to a better fit between map design and user expertise. However, as discussed in the above section on vagueness aversion, other individual differences (such as prior environmental beliefs) can also affect users' interpretation of imprecisely defined uncertainties, potentially complicating mapmakers' decisions about which level of precision is most appropriate.
• Mapmakers may also consider adjusting the production and presentation of their maps to help earn the trust of their audiences. Seeking these audiences' active participation in the design of sea level rise maps may help build trust in their depictions of sea level rise and its uncertainty (Patt 2007) . Mapmakers should also consider which types of uncertainty might be considered most or least trustworthy for the map's intended audience, perhaps based in part on its predominant political or environmental beliefs.
Much of this guidance is preliminary. In particular, additional studies are needed to assess: which visual variables and forms of map interaction most effectively communicate different combinations of uncertainty types and precision in the sea level rise context; which individual differences most strongly affect interpretation of these uncertainties; and how the types, precision, and presentation of uncertainty might be adjusted to limit the effect of any individual differences that may strongly bias its interpretation. Nonetheless, it is hoped that by raising these questions and beginning to explore possible answers, this article will prove valuable both to researchers in the field of cartographic uncertainty representation and to designers of maps of sea level rise and other similarly uncertain environmental hazards.
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